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A study of an important but neglected director that “fills many gaps and updates our knowledge
of a major filmmaker of the silent period and beyond” (Positif).The profusion of research on film
history means that there are now few Hollywood filmmakers in the category of Neglected
Master, but John M. Stahl has been stuck in it for far too long. His strong association with
melodrama and the “woman’s film” is a key to this neglect; those mainstays of popular cinema
are no longer the object of critical scorn or indifference, but Stahl has until now hardly benefited
from this welcome change in attitude.His remarkable silent melodramas were either lost or
buried in archives, while his major sound films such as Imitation of Life and Magnificent
Obsession, equally successful in their time, have been overshadowed by the glamour of the
1950s remakes by Douglas Sirk. Sirk is a far from neglected figure; Stahl’s much longer
Hollywood career deserves attention and celebration in its own right, as this book definitively
shows.Drawing on a wide range of film and document archives, scholars from three continents
come together to cover Stahl’s work, as director and also producer, from its beginnings during
World War I to his death, as a still active filmmaker, in 1950. Between them they make a strong
case for Stahl as an important figure in cinema history, and as author of many films that still have
the power to move their audiences.
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Foregrounding the director, New York 1922: the Liberty Theater at 234 West 42nd Street

IntroductionCharles BarrThe distinguished British film producer Michael Balcon, a bitter enemy
of MGM’s Louis B. Mayer, recounted with relish in his autobiography the story of Mayer’s
stubborn insistence on filming a 1930s play about the Irish nationalist hero Charles Stewart
Parnell, and assigning his old associate John M. Stahl to direct it, with Clark Gable in the lead.
Released in 1937, Parnell “was a dire failure, even in spite of Gable, who was probably the star
of the time”. And then the clincher: “I have been told that Stahl never worked in Hollywood
again.” (A Lifetime of Films: Hutchinson 1969, 108).Who can have told him this egregious piece
of fake news? It is strange that in that year of 1969, at the end of what was a foundational
decade for modern film scholarship, Balcon and his reputable London publisher did not bother
to check. John Malcolm Stahl had in fact gone on to direct no fewer than 12 more films in
Hollywood at the rate of one a year between 1937 and 1949, all of them for major studios:
Universal, Columbia, Fox. As the essays in this volume show, these films were far from
negligible. But two decades on from his death in 1950, Stahl was only vaguely remembered.This
has hardly changed since. Despite intermittent attention to his work through Retrospective
screenings and scholarly writings, of which we give some details below (and more fully in the
Bibliography), this has never created any long-term impact or momentum. It is a fact that his
name and career remain as unfamiliar to many film specialists as they were to Balcon half a
century ago. To mention John M. Stahl as a focus of current research, even to experienced film
academics, is quite often to be met with a blank look, and then the inquiry: how do you spell him,
what did he make?This Introduction needs briefly to address the twin questions: what accounts
for Stahl’s long obscurity, and why is it worth trying to pull him out of it?His early death in 1950
made a big difference. Stahl had been a major figure among the formidable, and formative,
“golden generation” of Hollywood directors who spanned the silent and sound periods; he had
his name above the title as early as any of them, was well respected within and beyond the
industry, and was never out of work. But virtually all the others lived on much longer than he did:
remaining active, ready to become the subject of Retrospectives, of high-profile interviews, and
of books – critical studies, biographies, autobiographies, any or all of these. Stahl was not
around to help motivate any such publications, nor, surprisingly, does he seem to have left any
personal archive; if he did build up a store of correspondence and scripts and other
memorabilia, it must have been quickly disposed of by his family.The chart gives a selective list
of some members of that formative generation, all born late in the 19th century:The early films of
Hitchcock, Lang and Lubitsch were made in Europe, prior to long careers in Hollywood. Lubitsch
died before completing his last film, That Lady in Ermine.All made at least ten silent films; all,
Stahl included, coped easily with the industry’s conversion to sound, carrying over a mastery of
the visual language of cinema into the dialogue medium. But the lives and careers of the first
block of nine lasted at least a decade beyond Stahl’s death.None of their careers ended in a
blaze of glory, any more than Stahl’s had done, but their longevity and their late films had kept



their names before the public, giving them an Elder Statesman status – eliciting affection, and
creating an incentive to look back over the full body of their work; hence all the interviews,
Retrospectives, and books.One other difference is apparent from the chart. None of Stahl’s
silent films – 20 credited features plus two early uncredited ones – can be described as remotely
canonical, in the manner of the titles listed for the others of that generation. Films like The Iron
Horse and The Lodger and The Crowd have always had a place in the history books; in recent
years they have had high-profile restorations, big-screen projection with large orchestras, and
release on domestic video and then DVD. In contrast, no silent Stahl film has had this kind of
treatment. It was sometimes assumed that none survived; even now, none are available on DVD,
nor – pending the Pordenone silent film week of 2018 – are any viewable outside the specialist
archives that have preserved them, whether in the UK (three) or in the US (nine). Moreover, DVD
availability of Stahl’s sound films remains very patchy: for several, one has to have recourse to
Spanish imports (or to YouTube), and none has been made the focus of any kind of scholarly
DVD edition by Criterion or anyone else.All of this in turn raises the question: what are the
reasons for this lack of any silent film by Stahl whose title is familiar, let alone canonical, and for
the paucity of DVDs? It can’t just be the sad accident of the early death; Ernst Lubitsch, another
of the golden silent-to-sound generation, who died in 1947, has not exactly been neglected. Is
Stahl’s work just not strong or interesting enough to have stood the test of time?Obviously if we
believed this we would hardly have embarked on this book, nor would we have found so many
enthusiastic contributors – nor a supportive publisher, nor a pair of international festivals ready
to show a good range of the sound films and of the surviving silents.But we have been here
before – or rather, others have, in earlier decades. Two major examples are London 1981 and
San Sebastian 1999.In August 1981 the British Film Institute mounted a big season at its
repertory cinema in London, “John M. Stahl: the Romantic Image”. It covered three weeks and 17
films: two early silent films held in their archive – Her Code of Honor and The Woman Under
Oath, both from 1919 – followed by 15 of the 20 sound films. An efficient programme booklet
was backed up by a series of short but scholarly articles (listed in our Bibliography) on five of the
1930s films in the Institute’s authoritative Monthly Film Bulletin, a slim magazine subsequently
absorbed into the mothership of Sight and Sound. But this led nowhere very much, partly
because the films remained so hard to access. The silents went back into the archival vaults,
and with ill-timed clumsiness the BFI contrived, soon after, to lose its 16mm distribution copy of
Only Yesterday (1933), arguably the highlight of the season, which never subsequently became
available on VHS or DVD, until very recently in a modest way.Stahl Retrospectives: London
1981, San Sebastian 1999. Cover images: Fredi Washington and Claudette Colbert in Imitation
of Life (1934), Gene Tierney and Darryl Hickman in Leave Her to Heaven (1945)In 1999 the
annual Film Festival at San Sebastian in Spain was even more thorough in its Stahl
Retrospective, this time including coverage of more of the silent period. The sumptuous large-
format dual-language book (Spanish and English) that accompanied the films is still available,
well worth acquiring by anyone interested in Stahl – we give more details in the Bibliography, as



well as listing there some serious essays published in France, notably by Positif magazine. But
again, the Spanish book and Retrospective, and the French essays, have made a limited impact,
even in specialist circles, partly through the difficulty of access to the films. Whenever, starting
with Andrew Sarris in the US in the 1960s, a case is made for Stahl’s status as a neglected
director who deserves and rewards attention, it has to be done afresh. The boulder is pushed
halfway up the hill but then rolls back again.One problem over the years has been his close
association with melodrama and the “women’s film”, categories which for a long time were
commonly seen as of minor value, and in some quarters still are. An important critical landmark
in countering this disparagement was the volume published by the BFI in 1987, Home is Where
the Heart is: Studies in Melodrama and the Woman’s Film, edited by Christine Gledhill; but
although the main title is a Stahlian one – his 1941 film Holy Matrimony has a close-up of the
words woven into a sampler on a domestic wall (see page 218) – and although Stahl’s films get
positive mention in some of the essays, it did little to make his work better known, in part
because of the difficulty, still, of getting access even to some of the key sound films; and of
course the book could not refer to the unknown silents.From early in his career Stahl came to
see himself as, and to be seen as, a maker of films primarily for women: writing about the
importance of the female audience, privileging female characters and their problems and
aspirations, and using strong female stars. Typical is the second of his credited features to
survive, The Woman Under Oath (1919): for its title, its theme, its star, and a story that pivots on
a sexual assault in the workplace by a boss who feels himself entitled. This radical feminine
emphasis is repeatedly illustrated in the essays that follow, including those that assemble
evidence about silent films that remain lost.“John M. Stahl: the Man who Understood Women”:
this is the title of a major essay by George Morris in the American magazine Film Comment
(May/June 1977). Predictably, he starts by noting and regretting the tendency to write
condescendingly of the “women’s film”, and the concomitant neglect of Stahl. Discussing the
characters played in the sound films by stars such as Irene Dunne and Margaret Sullavan,
Morris notes that “Stahl’s women display tremendous inner reserves of strength and self-
assurance which enable them to cope with the most impossible situations”. The silent films get
just two lines in a regretful parenthesis, as being “unavailable for review”. The main step forward
in the present volume is the assembly of rich material on these silents, enabling the career of
Stahl to be seen as a whole, both in its strong continuities – notably in the “understanding of
women” – and in its always alert response to changes in and beyond cinema.The continuities
are not simply thematic. Arguing that “romantic melodrama”, as practised by Stahl among
others, “is one of the richest sources of expression in cinema”, Morris explores his distinctive
use of the long take in films like Back Street (1932), comparing this convincingly with the late
films of Carl Dreyer, for instance his final film Gertrud (1964). Long takes, two-shots and wide
shots and staging in depth as opposed to fragmentation – these are strategies that are touched
on in many of the essays that follow. One of the revelations of Stahl’s silent work is the way these
strategies are seen to be part of a wider-ranging sophisticated cinematic self-awareness. It is a



delight to find him, in the first of his credited features to survive, Her Code of Honor (1919),
referencing the Lumière brothers by locating the initial section, as an opening title tells us, in
“Paris 1895”, and then in the last of them, In Old Kentucky (1927), referencing Eadweard
Muybridge through an elaborate scene of horses galloping; a reporter from the Los Angeles
Times, visiting the set, was excited by his filming of the races, which brought to his mind “the
origin of motion pictures”, an observation quoted and endorsed in Imogen Sara Smith’s essay
on the film (see pages 123–124).Elsewhere in the book (page 75), Imogen describes an early
scene from another film recently unearthed from the archives, The Song of Life (1922). A
prologue introduces the young Mary Tilden, already oppressed by the dreariness of her life as a
housewife and mother in the middle of nowhere:Gazing out of the grimy window, she sees a
private railroad car pausing on the tracks outside with stylish women framed in the windows, like
a hallucination of the easy, luxurious life she yearns for. (The train as a rolling, cinematic vision of
the good life reappears in Clarence Brown’s Possessed [1931], dazzling factory girl Joan
Crawford.)It is precisely this scene from Possessed that Slavoj Žižek uses to open his three-part
audio-visual essay A Pervert’s Guide to Cinema (2006: directed by Sophie Fiennes), a work
weightier than its title may suggest. The train windows at which Crawford gazes evoke, by their
shape and brightness, film frames, and their movement evokes both the way frames succeed
one another and the way they can transport us away from mundane drudgery into a world of
fantasy. As an imaging of one of the functions of cinema, it works beautifully for Žižek’s
purposes:What we get in this wonderful clip from Possessed is commentary on the magic art of
cinema… Reality itself reproduces the magic cinematic experience. We get a very real ordinary
scene on to which the heroine’s inner space, as it were, her fantasy space, is projected, so that
although all reality is simply there – the train, the girl – part of reality in her perception, and in our
viewers’ perception, is as it were elevated to the magic level, becomes the screen of her dreams.
This is cinematic art at its purest.It is fascinating to find, now, that Stahl was there first, and that
he and his female screenwriters – his wife Frances Irene Reels, and Bess Meredyth – may even
have inspired Brown and his own female screenwriter on Possessed, Lenore Coffee.As will be
seen from the chronological narrative, the momentum of Stahl’s career faltered in the late 1920s,
just at the time when the silent medium can be argued to have reached its artistic height,
producing so many of the films that remain, unlike any of his, in the classical repertoire. First
there was the increasingly difficult relationship with his producer Louis B. Mayer, then the move
in 1927 into a producer-only role with the company that became known as Tiffany-Stahl. After
that interlude, and after the industry’s conversion to sound, his career as director picked up
again in a big way with Universal, but the afterlife of these films would be problematic.First came
two of the great melodramas of what we now think of as the pre-Code years: Back Street (1932)
and Only Yesterday (1933). Pre-Code, because they preceded the severe tightening up of the
censorship rules enforced by Hollywood’s Production Code Administration from 1934 onward.
Both those films centre on strong and sympathetic women who engage, without shame, in
adulterous relationships, following the call of the heart: for years, under the strict new Code, the



films were forced out of circulation, and re-releases were blocked. Both were remade in the
1940s by the same studio, Universal, respectively as Back Street (Robert Stevenson, 1941) and
as Letter from an Unknown Woman (Max Ophuls, 1948): this was a much less direct remake, but
Only Yesterday had been based partly on the Stefan Zweig novella to which Universal owned
the rights. The Stahl originals were inevitably eclipsed. Of course their pre-Code frankness now
gives them an extra level of historical interest.Comparable was the fate of Stahl’s next, post-
Code, pair of films, Imitation of Life (1934) and Magnificent Obsession (1935), both of which
were remade for Universal, after Stahl’s death, by Douglas Sirk, respectively in 1959 and
1954.Sirk’s critical standing is very different from Stahl’s. Born in 1897, not moving from theatre
to film until 1934, he lived till 1987, and was perfectly placed to become an admired figure in the
rapidly expanding film culture of the 1960s and after. Those two remakes, and other films like
Written on the Wind (1956), had a seductive combination of full-blooded exploitation of
melodrama with a degree of ironic distanciation, and Sirk was around to talk about the films and
their strategies engagingly and knowledgeably, a highly civilised figure who had built a 15-year
Hollywood career and then walked away from it directly after Imitation of Life, his biggest
commercial success. He was the subject of one of the first of the director-interview books (Sirk
on Sirk, interview by Jon Halliday, 1972) and of well-documented Retrospectives, for instance at
the Edinburgh Film Festival, also 1972, since when the publications and, later, the elaborate
DVD editions have kept coming. No film academic, or well-informed student of film history, is
likely to have to ask “Who was Douglas Sirk?” Stahl’s role in all this was at best a marginal one,
as the half-forgotten director of the original films remade by the master: three in all, in fact,
including When Tomorrow Comes (1939), remade as Interlude (1957), a film so clearly inferior to
the original as to be of no great interest to Sirk’s admirers.I mean no disrespect at all here to
Sirk, whom I met in youth at Edinburgh in the year of the Retrospective when covering the film
festival for Scottish Television. He was modest, articulate, and charming, and he never said
anything to disparage Stahl, whose originals he claimed to have made a point of not seeing. It is
just a bit sad that he had a role in Stahl’s continuing marginalisation. And it is strange, nearly half
a century on, to be playing a part now in restoring the balance, focusing attention on the work of
that predecessor whose name then – typically – meant nothing to me.All this is a reminder of the
role of chance and fashion and timing in the construction of film histories. These factors have
worked in favour of Sirk, and of many others, and against Stahl – again, along with many others.
You have to catch the moment, and Stahl, so far, has repeatedly missed the moment.John
Libbey (right) and Richard Abel, joint recipients of the Jean Mitry award at Pordenone, October
2017Perhaps the moment for him has come, in this centenary year: the centenary of the first film
to give an on-screen credit to John M. Stahl, Wives of Men, first shown on 25 August 1918.
Nobody was motivated by the fact of this centenary in planning the Retrospectives, indeed I
don’t think anyone thought about it, but there it is, and it could be exploitable. A centenary is
always a good peg for publicity. Chance and timing may for once be working in Stahl’s favour.
Maybe enough momentum will be created to stop the boulder rolling back down the hill once



again.How did the book come about? The annual week-long event at Pordenone in North Italy,
Le Giornate del Cinema Muto, now in its 37th year, is dedicated to exploring and celebrating the
riches of silent cinema. The programme generally includes an authorial strand featuring the work
of a silent-era director or two, ranging from the famous (Alfred Hitchcock) to the less famous
(John Collins). After becoming a Pordenone regular some years ago, I occasionally expressed
mild curiosity about the long silent career of John M. Stahl: how many films survived, why they
were so unknown, what they were like, could he be a candidate one year for a Retrospective? A
response of politely vague interest suddenly became stronger with the advent of a new director
of the event in Jay Weissberg, who knew enough about Stahl’s work to take the idea seriously,
and was keen to know more and to find out what was available – and he was keen, moreover, to
forge firmer links with the other great annual archive-based Italian festival, the Cinema Ritrovato
week at Bologna. Before long, on the basis of initial researches, an agreement was made to run
a coordinated Stahl Retrospective in 2018 – a selection of the sound films at Bologna in June,
and of the silent films at Pordenone in October – and to produce not just standard catalogue
entries on the two sets of films but a book spanning Stahl’s full career.Having helped, however
naively, to initiate the project, I could hardly refuse the challenge to act as the book’s editor,
especially with the promise of support from Jay as festival director, ready to chase up buried
archival prints, and from John Libbey as publisher, one with close links to Pordenone and with a
track record of scholarly publications on film history in general and silent cinema in particular: in
2017 he received the Jean Mitry award, named after the pioneer film historian and given
annually “to individuals or institutions distinguished for their contribution to the reclamation and
appreciation of silent cinema”.Because of the time pressures – less than two years from original
agreement to publication – and of the existence of whole tracts of Stahl’s life and work that were
largely unexplored, the result could easily have become a conventional collection of scholarly
essays on a selection of the films, held within a tentative overview of the career, had it not been
for the fact that Bruce Babington agreed to come on board as co-editor.I think it’s fair to say that
Bruce was initially even less of an expert than I was on John M. Stahl and his work. But he
quickly became enthused, and made it his business to trace Stahl’s life and career in enormous
detail, using a wide range of sources. The results are richly evident in the signed essays of his
that punctuate the book, and in the unsigned linking material that fills the many gaps in the
archival record of the silent period. Without his dedicated work, it would have been a far less
substantial and less scholarly production.AcknowledgmentsFor his role in getting the project up
and running in such ambitious form, against a tight deadline, I am grateful above all to Bruce.
Between us, we have a range of other debts to acknowledge. To Jay Weissberg for making it
possible; to John Libbey for being a supportive and patient publisher; and to individual essayists,
14 in number besides ourselves, whose work speaks for itself in what follows. Without having
had the resources to visit the US during the time-span of the research, we have relied greatly on
assistance from US-based colleagues, notably the three who have written for the volume on a
total of eight silents that are still, as far as we can discover, not available for viewing in Europe in



any form: Richard Koszarski, Lea Jacobs, and Imogen Sara Smith. Imogen has been
outstandingly helpful in agreeing at short notice at a late stage to view and write about some
newly restored prints at the Library of Congress (LOC) in Washington DC – and in helping to
track down some elusive still images held in the collection of the Museum of Modern Art
(MOMA) in New York. David Pierce and Mike Mashon, Pordenone loyalists and Stahl
enthusiasts, were instrumental in getting those LOC restorations done.For other help with
stateside research we are extremely grateful to Barbara Hall, formerly of the Margaret Herrick
Library of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Beverly Hills; to Ned Comstock of
the Cinematic Arts Library at the University of Southern California, which houses the Universal
and Stahl Collections; and to those who have advised and assisted with picture research,
notably Derek Davidson from Photofest, Ashley Swinnerton from MOMA, and Faye Thompson
from the Margaret Herrick Library. John Oliver, then of the BFI, did an indispensable initial round-
up of information about worldwide archival holdings, including from the little-known Tiffany-Stahl
period, which gave us confidence in going ahead. Richard Maltby, from Flinders University in
South Australia, supplied valuable data on the handling of some of Stahl’s 1930s films by the
Production Code Administration; Bryony Dixon of the British Film Institute kindly organised some
frame stills from the three silent Stahl films held at the BFI; and the staff of the Netherlands Film
Archive (EYE) were as usual quick to co-operate, making a DVD of their footage from Husbands
and Lovers and facilitating the use of frame stills in the pages on that film – special thanks to
Leenke Ripmeester. Finally, it has been a pleasure to liaise with Mariann Lewinsky, director of
the Cinema Ritrovato event in Bologna, and with Ehsan Khoshbakht, another eloquent Stahl
enthusiast, programmer of their series of selected sound films.The mention above of the number
of the early films that are viewable only in archives in America is a reminder that the present
book has to be seen as in many ways a work in progress. Neither we ourselves as editors nor
others in Europe have had a chance, at the time of going to press, to see more than three of the
twelve surviving silents – the three held at the BFI, plus the incomplete Husbands and Lovers
held in the Netherlands. And the same holds in reverse. Even in the countries where they have
been preserved, the films remain almost unknown, since you still have to go to archives to watch
them. The Pordenone 2018 series, covering ten of the twelve – an eleventh, The Woman Under
Oath from 1919, will have been screened at Bologna as a prelude to their set of sound films –
now looms up as a revelatory occasion, bringing the films together, and exposing many of them
to a theatrical audience for the first time in nearly a century. We can hope that DVD producers
take notice, and that someone, perhaps from among our contributors, may be moved to do a full
critical study, embracing the full range of films, silent and sound, within a single perspective – in
effect a sequel to this.This book’s title, meanwhile, is taken from the first words to appear on
screen in the first surviving film that is credited to Stahl, Her Code of Honor (1919): “When the
call of the heart is heard all else is forgotten” – the film was at one time actually shown as The
Call of the Heart. The book’s sub-title, “John M. Stahl and Hollywood Melodrama”, is chosen in
preference to, say, “The Hollywood Melodramas of John M. Stahl”. Those two big words do need



to be foregrounded; Stahl did make important melodramas in Hollywood; but his career was
more varied. First, he did not move to Hollywood until 1920, to make his eighth film, The Woman
in His House, after working for six years in the East. Second, his films covered a wider range,
including biopic (Parnell, 1937), musical (Oh, You Beautiful Doll, 1949), and several comedies;
indeed, as will be seen from the narrative of his early career, he was often typed in the 1920s as
a maker of sophisticated comedies, in the manner of the Cecil B. DeMille of that period.
Moreover, several essays stress the way in which Stahl in his sound films works against some of
the conventions of melodrama, for instance by his coolly observational long-take style, and by
the frequent avoidance of non-diegetic music.Technical Notes
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